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Baseus Magnetic Mini 10000mAh 20W MagSafe Magnetic Power Bank (Mint)
The Baseus Magnetic Mini Magnetic Power Bank is a compact and highly functional device that effectively meets the needs of fast and
convenient charging. It supports fast charging with up to 20W of power, and built-in magnets ensure stable and secure attachment to the
device, allowing for hands-free charging. Additionally, the ability to charge two devices simultaneously, both wirelessly and wired, as well
as compatibility with phones with magnetic charging cases, make this device incredibly versatile. All of this is enclosed in a stylish case
with  practical  LED  indicators  and  multiple  protections,  making  the  Baseus  Magnetic  Mini  an  excellent  choice  for  anyone  who  values
reliability and user comfort.
 
Wireless Charging
The Baseus Magnetic Mini Power Bank offers wireless charging with up to 15W of power, which is a convenient option for those who value
freedom. Compatibility with MagSafe technology allows for quick attachment of the power bank to the back of the device and starting
charging without the need for additional configuration.
 
Multi-Functional Cable
The integrated USB-C cable with the power bank serves a dual purpose – it allows for charging both the phone and the power bank itself.
Furthermore, the cable can be plugged back into the power bank's port, creating a practical loop that serves as a strap for transport. This
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solution provides additional functionality and makes using the power bank even more convenient.
 
Compatibility with Charging Cases
The  Baseus  Magnetic  Mini  Power  Bank  is  compatible  with  phones  equipped  with  magnetic  charging  cases,  further  expanding  its
capabilities. Built-in magnets with a strength of 13N ensure that devices will securely hold, regardless of conditions, providing stable and
safe charging. This is a solution appreciated by those who seek reliability and versatility in one compact device.
 
Multiple Protections
Safety of  use is  a key aspect of  any electronic device,  and the Baseus Magnetic Mini  Power Bank is  no exception.  It  offers a range of
protections,  including  protection  against  overcharging,  discharging,  voltage,  as  well  as  temperature,  overcurrent,  short-circuit,  and
electrostatic protections. This comprehensive protection ensures safe use of the power bank, protecting both the device and the user.
 
Compact Dimensions and LED Indicators
Its  small  size  makes  it  easy  to  take  on  trips  or  to  work,  and  it  doesn't  block  the  phone's  camera  lenses.  LED  indicators  provide
information about  the battery  status,  allowing for  a  quick  assessment  of  when recharging the power  bank may be needed.  All  of  this
makes the Baseus Magnetic Mini a practical and reliable tool.
 
 
Specification
BrandBaseusModelPPCXM10IColorMintWeight212gDimensions  (with  cable  plugged  into  the  power  bank  port)105.7  x
69mmBatteryLithium PolymerCapacity10000mAh/38.5WhNominal  Capacity5800mAh (5V-2.4A)Energy  Conversion  Efficiency>75%USB-C
Input5V-3A, 9V-2A, 12V-1.5AUSB-C Output5V-2.4A, 9V-2.22A, 12V-1.5AWireless Charging Output5W/7.5W/10W/15WMagnet Strength13N

Preço:

€ 53.51

Acessórios para telemóveis, Power Banks, 10000 mAh
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